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Scams

 Like self-publishing, there are a lot of companies that prey on the 

inexperienced

 Publicity & marketing ‘packages’ that offer vague promises and no value

 You can buy followers on twitter and likes on facebook, but these have no value.

 There’s a lot of great advice out there for creating newsletters, using twitter, 

and designing your blog. A ton of books you can check out from the library, 

too.

 Most publishing-related services are available by consultants and professionals 

(formatting, design, editing, website construction) but researching going 

rates, find a professional, and get it in writing.



Helpful Software for Design & Covers

 GiMP

 Legacy version of Photoshop/Illustrator/InDesign CS2

 Word or Publisher

 LibreOffice Draw

 Canva.com – in-site design with stock photography options

 Calibre



Crowdsourcing

 Crowdsourcing is a fancy name for asking people if they like it

 The good news: everyone has an opinion

 The bad news: everyone has an opinion

 Asking people to edit your novel is a big, scary task. Asking them if they like your 
cover, back cover copy, or author bio? Easy peasy.

 Give them choices. Don’t ask ‘does it work’, ask ‘which works better’ and ‘what do you 
like about it’

 Find readers in your social circle. A great piece of art isn’t necessarily a good cover.

 If you have a following online, you can make a poll to choose Cover A or B

 Find other writers and barter your opinions and time

 If you know graphic designers and marketers who don’t mind helping you, great! Find 
ways to help them in return.



Book Interiors & Typography – Print 

Edition

 Recommended book fonts

 Garamond

 Caslon

 Palatino

 Baskerville Old Face

 Georgia

 Bembo*

 Minion*

 Janson*

 These fonts are serif, which means they have different stroke widths and serifs (the pointy things on 
the letters).

 Research has shown that serif is easier to read for printed documents and that sans serif (like 
Calibri, used in this presentation) is easier/less straining for digital or screen reading.

 When choosing a font for print, print out a sample! Computer displays are light-based, which affects 
how the eye interprets the shapes. A printout will show you exactly what you’re getting.



Interior Typography – Contrasting 
Fonts
 Once you’ve chosen a comfortable, professional serif  font for the bulk of  your text, you may want to choose a 

contrasting font for headings and standout text.

 With decorative fonts, the sky is the limit! But do try for maximum contrast (thick and bold, script, style) and the right 
tone for your book.

 Georgia Heading with Garamond text. (No contrast. Very similar. Both serif. Better to stick with the same font italicized or 
bolded or much bigger)

 TREBUCHET MS with Garamond text. (Consider using all caps for headings to provide extra attention-grabbing and text-to-
heading variety)

 AlgerianBasD with Garamond text. (Good contrast—Algerian is heavier and all caps)

 Aachen BT with Garamond text. (Good contrast + atmosphere)

 Adlib BT with Garamond text. (Comic mystery, perhaps? This font is goofy)

 5
th

Grader with Garamond. (Consider enlarging heading font to show detail)

 Apple Chancery (Bolded) with Garamond text. (This looks like an invitation, doesn’t it?)

 Matura MT Script with Garamond text. (Nice and thick with in-motion shapes)

 If  you find a font online, check to make sure it’s available for commercial use. Pay for it, if  required.

 Make sure the font has all the punctuation and symbols you need.



Typography – Alignment

 A major design decision for cover text and headings (interior should be 

justified or at the very least left ragged)

 Left, Right, or Center

Center can look strong, but not with long, long headings like this one…

Strong

 Right alignment headings can look great with justified text body, especially 

with right-leaning fonts.

 Books can have all levels of decorations and designs. It’s up to you how simple 

or complex you want it to be.

 Outsource advice from friends and design-minded loved ones by printing out a 

sample and asking for help.



Kerning (Typesetting)

 Kerning is the space between letters. Word processors function like typewriters—each letter has the space 

it’s been designated, without regard for the letters on either side.

 Kerning fudges with the space.

Four administration buildings – with 

kerning

Four administration buildings – no 

kerning
 What a word processor shows as ‘correct’ may look wrong to our eyes. Enabling kerning allows the 

processor to squish and spread as needed, so that it ‘looks right.’

 Word doesn’t turn on kerning automatically. You can enable kerning directly in your Style.



Kerning in Word & LibreOffice.

Enable these in your default/normal styles.



Interior Embellishments

 Some fonts have special characters that can work as nice embellishments for your chapter 
headings, standout text, or headers.

 In Word, use Insert > Symbol

 In LibreOffice, use Insert > Special Character

 If you design your own embellishments, make sure the capture is clean and smooth, and can 
scale down without losing quality.

 Insert embellishment as picture – do not use the copy/paste command

 Insert last, after all text is finalized. Things happen.

 Anchor to text if you want image to stay with text. Change size with Size & Position command 
for accuracy.

 Trial and error and patience.

 If you want your embellishments to bleed off the page, you will need to anchor them to page 
and push them past the trim size of your document.

 Use Size & Position command for accuracy. Even if you are consistent, printed results may not 
be even.



Images!

 Use high-quality images (300 DPI)

 Make sure you have the rights to the image

 In Word, turn off picture compression to preserve quality

 Use the insert and format commands

 Color photos can add extra cost quickly to books. Black & White photos can 

turn grainy or murky.

 Graphs, charts, and spreadsheets are best added as images (capture a 

screenshot and save it as an image)



Formatting Your Interior – My Anecdote

 With the release of my second book, I overhauled my first:

 Justified text instead of ragged left

 Smaller gutter (from 1.33” to .9”, minimum .67”)

 Decorative, bolder chapter heading fonts

 Consistent margins on chapter start pages, smaller margins on bottom

 Changed font color from ‘automatic’ to ‘black’ for denser printed text*

 Added ‘plzzzzz review my book’ page at end of story

 Added second book release info to author page and teaser at end

 New version has 10 fewer pages and slightly lower price

 Moral of the story: trial and error. Learning curve. Willingness to learn, 
experiment. Practice.



Book Packaging

 Book packaging is the fancy name for your cover, metadata, blurb, and title. 

These are what the reader sees when they find your book on the shelf or 

online.

 These things should match. If you have a sexy, racy thriller called A Second 

Chance for Martha, and your cover has a toy robot, and the back cover copy 

describes your grandpa’s farm...



Titles

 Every author comes up with their titles differently.

 Understand your subgenre and current market.

 Even a short title of one or two words can have a tone.

 Blood Safari

 Corpse Suzette

 Steelheart

 Under The Dome

 Boardwalk Empire

 Game of Thrones



One-Sentence Summary
 What do you mean, I have to condense my 300-page masterpiece into one sentence?!!

 AKA Elevator speech. Pretend you have some poor soul trapped in an elevator. You have until they get to their floor 
to start and finish your pitch—what your book is about in a way that makes them want to know more instead of run 
away and call security.

 Character, conflict, stakes/hint of resolution. Strong verbs, powerful adjectives. What makes this story unique? Why 
is your protagonist compelling for this story?

 Names aren't necessary. Think character types that naturally fit with conflict/stakes.

 A naïve guardian angel, abandoned on Earth, races to find her missing ward before demons destroy them both.

 A streetwise hustler is pulled into a compelling conspiracy after witnessing the suicide of a girl who looks just like her.

 A rogue physicist travels back in time to kill the apostle Paul.

 A corrupt Atlantic City politician defies Prohibition to build his empire.

 The story of Piper Chapman, a woman in her thirties who is sentenced to fifteen months in prison after being convicted 
of a decade-old crime of transporting money to her drug-dealing girlfriend.

 *Some writers advise to avoid the construction of 'must' or 'has to' because it removes agency.

 *You don't need to shove every single subplot, theme, or symbol into the one-sentence pitch. If you've seen Orphan 
Black or Orange is the New Black, you realize these pitches don't even scratch the surface. They are designed to 
entice, not describe comprehensively. Invite us in.

 Want to see other elevator speeches in action? IMDB.com (Internet Movie Database. Each show or movie listed has a 
one-liner. Some are better, some are worse.)

 Advice and examples for one-sentence pitches are easy to find on the internet.



Blurb, or Back Cover Copy

 200 words of why the reader absolutely must read your story.

 Expand on the elevator pitch.

 Add names

 Touch on setting

 Add specific conflicts

 Add names of antagonists, what they want

 What happens if the protagonist loses/fails

 What the protagonist will overcome (change, sacrifice, refusal to change)

 Use same tone and voice from novel. Show us why your story is unique. Use strong verbs and powerful 
adjectives, and leverage context whenever possible.

 Study other books. To practice, write blurbs of your favorite novels. Read Query Shark. Lurk at Absolute 
Write's Query Letter Hell and see how critters respond to queries.

 Practice writing back cover copy for other author’s books. Practice writing them for novels you want to 
write, or the ones you wrote and hid in a trunk.

 *Practice really does make perfect. This is a hard skill to learn. Don't be hard on yourself for not getting it 
right away, and be prepared to invest a lot of time in this subskill. 



Covers and Cover Art

 Learn how to judge a book by its cover.

 Books in the same category—what do you like? What works for you as a reader?

 Books most like yours—what are they doing? How do those differ from the other 
covers in your category?

 Debut novels and midlist novels are the best places to start your research.

 What colors combinations have the most impact? How does the title color interact 
with the background/image?

 How do the images give a sense of story?

 How are all the elements tied together?

 How does the overall cover offer tone/atmosphere/feel of book?

 Learn your genre/subgenre's 'shorthand'—design techniques to show the reader 
what kind of story is inside.



Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

 All books have the same size constraints (book shape), compositional requirements 

(title, author), and design considerations (color palette, font choices).

 Think of book design as a giant decision tree. Choose first and foremost what you 

really want or what awesome thing you already have, and that helps you figure out 

the rest.

 Found a beautiful image? Your title/text will take a backseat and your color choices will 

be drawn from image. 

 Got a great font for a great title? Your image will be simple or muted to showcase the 

type. The bigger/bolder you make one element, the less space/emphasis the other 

elements will get.

 Utilize context. If your title plays on something familiar/is self-evident, use it.

 For genre fiction, it is highly recommended to use a character image.



Basic Design Principles

 C – Contrast. Use color contrast (orange/blue, purple/yellow, red/black & 

white) and light/dark contrast for maximum legibility and eye-drawing power.

 R – Repetition. Elements are repeated throughout for cohesiveness and to 

draw eye in intended direction (fonts, colors, shapes).

 A – Alignment. Choose a strong edge to align to and create a visual line.

 P – Proximity. Group items visually so the eye can easily sort what is what.

 Negative (white) space. Don't be afraid of it.

 from Robin William’s Non-Designer’s Design Book



Basic Cover Design Principles

 Tone—does the cover’s tone match the story inside?

 Title—does title convey type of story?

 Font—is it legible, does it communicate?

 Is the type set well? Is the typography strong?

 Does the design encourage eyes to travel to title or distract?

 Are images matched in color, lighting, and proportion?

 Does it look like a book you want to read?

 Does it look like a book that readers like you would want to read?



Now, some covers!

Image-focused covers

Typography-focused covers

Series and Author Branding Covers

Examples with strong points and not-so-strong points.

Please participate and show us what you see—the good, the not-so-good, the 

interesting, whatever catches your eye!









Branding elements between covers

How did To Kill a Mockingbird’s cover design dictate Go Set A 

Watchman’s?

(Do you see the decision tree of elements,

fonts, colors, and style?)

The context of the first sells the second.

Do you think the second succeeds

when it stands alone?



Both these covers are for YA 

fantasy novels

Retelling of Arabian nights

Both released in 2015

Which has stronger 

typography?

Contrast?

Sense of story?

Tone?

Subgenre?



On the left, the first cover

On the right, a more recent

Historical fiction/fantasy.

Both covers suggest a female 

heroine in ancient Egypt. Both 

royalty. Both have a baby.

Left cover is artistically accurate for 

period…

…but right cover appeals to modern 

readers.

Considerations:

Sense of story

Use of color

Contrast

Typography/Font Choice

Perspective (literary)



On the left, the first cover 

produced by publisher 

Hyperion/Harper Collins

On the right, a more recent 

commissioned by author for self-

published reprint

Suspense Novel

Left uses bright colors like other 

popular suspense novels

Right uses darker colors, simpler 

font treatment, but similar layout. 

Cherry has signature Konrath smiley 

face, a branding element.

Which is more effective?



JF Penn talks about her experience on her blog when 

she changed covers…

Per the cover designer: 

1. No emotional connection. Emotion is mostly a matter of 

scene, color and contrast, although adding characters can help a 

lot as well.

2. People usually sell covers. Even if a little cliche or overused, 

stock photo models seem to increase sales.

3. No genre identification. Symbolic covers are better for non-

fiction. The stern white, while clinically suitable, probably 

seemed too much like a non-fiction book. At the very least it 

was unclear what the book was about – this could have been 

improved with a tagline.

4. No depth. Adding a scene lets readers know more about the 

setting and feels more like they can ‘walk into’ the story. It’s 

tough to pull off a flat, symbolic cover (even though major 

bestsellers seem to use them, like the Game or Thrones series, 

Twilight, Shades of Gray, etc.)

The new cover fixes most of these issues. It’s not a matter of 

what “looks better” or what people will like – the cover’s job is 

to let readers know what the book is about and whether they 

might be interested in a single, 1 second glance. If the cover 

isn’t doing this, there’s a good chance they aren’t going to take 

a closer look or read the summary or reviews.”



Even the same concept with similar elements can 

have a much different effect.

A little bit of color, stronger type, a stronger font, 

and a sense of movement….

Contrast, intentional grouping, and professional 

font/typography for the win.

(see Resources page for links to full discussions about 

these covers and more examples)



Two completely different concepts.

They look like two completely different books.

The story is dystopian suspense.



Popular books get new covers for different editions and print runs.

Each has its own strengths and weaknesses.

Which is the strongest to you?



This cover has good contrast – light and dark, yellow and blue.

Type is carefully set over dark spots for maximum legibility.

Note how two versions of the same font are used: the super-

decorative letters are reserved for the key words of title, and a 

simplified version of the same font for all the other type.



What elements did you notice first?

There’s a lot of detail in this cover, but it still draws the eye to 

the title first and foremost.

This design has a flat look, yet there is the feeling of depth 

around the edges.

Note how warm, almost orange, the copper color is—for 

contrast to the black. The green takes on an ethereal, glow-in-

the-dark quality between the copper and black, making the 

colors pop.



Orange and blue color contrast.

Rumpled paper gives the light background a foreboding tone. 

Felt-marker font.

Image of couple is smaller and has less focus than title (what 

does this say about their relationship inside the book?)



All the repetition!

The same, yet different—shapes repeated with different colors, 

orientation, location, and proximity.

Two fonts, but each element is treated differently.



Who’s the target audience of this book? What’s the tone?

(Even the title gives us a clue)



Graphic typography

Warm colors

Lots of negative space to focus on the graphic elements



Does Lisa Jackson deserve to die?



You’ve probably seen this cover before.

Okay?

Okay.

A lot of literary fiction has this flat look and simple color 

scheme. The crayon/chalk feel suggests YA.

To trend or not to trend?

That’s a good question.



What do these covers have in common?

Flat, limited palettes. Simple graphics. Artistic typography.

Subtle branding elements—author’s name is always capitalized, 

often in a handwriting font (books are contemporary fiction or 

magical realism, often classified YA)



Can we say atmosphere…. 

branding…

contrast… 







Covers…

 If you know what you want, but know you can’t do it yourself, then what?

 Premade covers at many websites ($40+++)

 Order custom designs online ($300+++)

 Commission a designer, online or from your social circle

 Take classes on graphic design and design software

 Find tutorials and learn with a DIY approach

 Stock Photography Considerations

 Stock photo will need color and treatment to remove stock feel

 Read the license!

 Stock photos are sold to multiple buyers. Your image could pop up elsewhere

 Less is more—too many images/elements clutters

 Writing, writing cover copy and formatting are all slightly related. Cover design is its own 
complete skillset.



Self-Promotion

 In Person, Live Events

 Find author fairs in your area (via libraries and library groups)

 Band together with other authors to schedule and promote your own event

 Book tours at stores are hard.

 In person events might not have the turnout to justify the time/travel expenditure



Online – Passive Promotion

 Author pages at places like Amazon, Goodreads, Librarything, Smashwords

 Excerpts available on Goodreads and your website

 Books are tagged with search terms that will lead readers to your books

 Have more books available means that they will show up together, and readers who 

like one will buy another

 Include samples of next book in each book

 At end of each story, invite reader (politely) to review

 List all your available books inside each book; link if Amazon ebook

 Use social media and be a fun person

 Your profiles online lead back to your books



Actively Market Your Book

 Some ways to actively promote your book

 Host giveaways

 Share the link to your books on social media

 Share your book news on social media (witty reviews, cover releases, new posts, excerpts or 
downloads added to website)

 Join blog tours where you post for other blogs*, furthering your reach

 Seek out reviews

 Paid Ads*

 Create a book trailer

 Create a podcast or youtube channel or get hosted/interviewed on someone else’s

 Build a newsletter

 Create a contest related to your book with a cool prize

 *Scam alert. Some paid services aren’t worth the money



Getting Reviews

 Books with no reviews or a single 5-star review are a hard sell. Readers use reviews—if  a book has too many positive reviews 
and no critical, they might suspect review gaming or sock puppets. If the critical reviews are balanced, readers might buy the 
book despite the flaws mentioned.

 A few ways to work toward more reviews:

 Librarything ebook giveaways

 Passing out ebook coupons at conventions and author fairs

 Buying reviews and swapping reviews can be unethical**

 Signing up for a review service**

 Asking friends and family*

 Asking book bloggers to review your book. Reviewers are often swamped. Book blogs are often backlogged for a few months, but with 
a solid book package they might take you on. Choose reviewers who read stuff like yours and follow their submission guidelines.

 Asking reviewers on Amazon/Goodreads.* I’ve heard some authors get reviews by finding super-readers (rate & review a lot of books 
on these sites) and asking them to review via direct message. This sounds like a time-intensive activity and not for the faint of heart.

 ** Scam warning. There are a few legitimate (or less unethical) places to get reviews, but there are lots and lots of scams.

 **There is a lot of discussion among the writing community about the ethics of paid reviews.



Branding

Author Brand = the kind of stuff you write + the 
personality and values you choose to show publicly + 
the stuff people recognize you for

 Deciding/understanding your brand can be complicated at first. If you haven’t written much or don’t understand 
your genre, you may not feel ready to delve into branding.

 If you haven’t written much or don’t understand your genre, you should write a few more books and read a few 
hundred more books until you feel ready to self-publish.***

 But. Brands can change. The stuff you say on the internet may last forever, but you can change your covers, write 
about different stuff, put your books in different categories, and start focusing on different markets.

 What do you write? What makes it unique? When someone asks you, what do you tell them?

 You can have different answers for different people.

 Books are never just one thing. What promises does your style make? Can you match them up to make it memorable?

 Swedish culinary mystery, beach reads with bite, suburban fantasy, superhero noir, wizards in space, Nicholas Sparks 
with zombies, self-help for the self-impaired



Author Bio

 Keep it short and sweet.

 Use third person.

 Don’t grind axes or justify your book’s existence.

 Don’t apologize for who you are or the book you wrote.

 Do use relevant information and relevant publications.

 Use your MRI tech background if you write medical thrillers

 If you write local true stories, mention your volunteering with the Historical Society

 Stay professional. Or don’t.

 Study other midlist/new writer’s bios.

 Write several versions at different lengths. Full bio for your website, a short one for social 
media, one that plugs your new books for when you guest post on other people’s blogs, etc.

 Practice, practice, practice. Share it with others and get feedback.



Unique Appeal

 Setting: A local author writes mysteries set in her hometown

 Milieu: Murder! At the library! Murder! In the Kitchen!

 Unusual premise: Angel sleuth bumbling through mysteries

 What’s unique about your protagonist?

 Relevance: Characters struggle with today’s pressing issues*

 Historical Background: It’s a love story… on the Titanic.

 It’s a love story… in King Arthur’s court.

 It’s a love story… on Mars.

 Voice/humor: Island of the Sequined Love Nun

 Atmosphere: Fun fast romp or a life-changing journey

 Cresting the trend: My Arabian Nights retelling has robots!



Pen Names and Purpose

 Prolific authors can choose to segregate their fields with pen names (one for sweet historical 
romance, another for hard sci fi, a third for funny space opera) (Branding)

 Some authors choose pen names as an extra shield to personal privacy (though your copyright will 
still be registered to your legal name, and in this digital age privacy is hard to come by)

 Some authors choose pen names because their names don’t fit the genre or their names are hard to 
spell/remember

 Women have historically abbreviated their names to initials or chosen male pen names outright to be taken 
seriously (JK Rowling, Andre Norton, Charlotte Bronte, Louisa May Alcott, Nora Roberts/JD Robb, James Tiptree 
Jr)

 Some women write under their maiden name if they started their writing career before they married

 Some authors market their pen name brands with transparency

 Their website has all pen names listed with a description of the books attached to each name

 Books might even have ‘Name 1 writing as Name 2’ on cover and in metadata

 It’s a personal choice, but whatever you choose, stay consistent.

 You can change author name for your books at various retailers without resubmitting books, but you might lose 
readers who don’t know or pay attention



Branding Examples

 Stephen King writes a specific type of horror. A Stephen King fan expects a certain type of 
protagonist, story world, and ending. Stephen King does not actively participate in social 
media. His site is distantly professional and focuses entirely on his releases and public 
appearances.

 Kristine Kathryn Rusch writes fantasy, science fiction, non-fiction. She has multiple pen 
names to keep them distinct, each branded differently, all firmly genre. She blogs critically 
about the business of writing (The Business Rusch) and shares writing and publishing news on 
social media.

 Rachel Aaron/Bach writes fantasy and science fiction. Her stories are fast-paced and light 
with endearing characters and strong fantasy worlds. When she blogs or writes about writing, 
her voice is informal, accessible, and she freely talks about the mistakes she has made on her 
writing journey (her writing series is called Learn From My Fail).

 Sally’s Baking Addiction is a cookbook blog with two books. She blogs recipes and technique, 
obviously, but also voraciously uses pinterest—her pins are well-done and she has boards not 
just for her own recipes, but other recipes, special diets, and personal interests.



Branding on Social Media

 What about starting out? If we already had Neil Gaiman’s twitter following, 

we wouldn’t be here.

 See what other less-famous authors are doing. There are hundreds of authors 

reaching their fans and promoting their books that the average person has 

never heard of. They use different platforms (aka twitter or facebook or 

tumblr), too.

 Kevin Hearne, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Seth Godin, JA Konrath, Lindsay 

Buroker, the Bloggess, Jane Smiley, Hugh Howey, Dean Wesley Smith, Jami 

Gold, Jen Foehner Wells, Janice Hardy

 Follow your favorite author’s blogs/twitters/facebook and see how they do it.



Getting Started on Social Media

 Sign up. Set up your profile (use your picture, not the default). Follow/friend others and see 
how they use the site. To find other users, search for things you like and follow those people.

 When you get a feel for how it works, start sharing other people’s awesome stuff (retweet, 
pin, click share). Share the books you love. Share their authors’ funny quotes.

 Learn how users organize their content (blogging categories and tags, twitter hashtags) for 
‘visibility’ (how others find stuff)

 Slow build. Don’t give up if you don’t immediately get follows and shares. Just have fun on 
the site or app, and if you’re not enjoying it after giving it a good try, then delete your 
account. Twitter and tumblr are intense. They can suck your time if you let them.

 Followers & subscribers =/= buyers. A solid following can help spread word of mouth and get 
you reviews, but having 2k followers on twitter does not ever mean 2k sales.

 Is it necessary? Like really? A web site with a blog kind of is. Think of your site/blog as your 
home base, your place to announce releases, giveaways, and encourage people to sign up for 
your newsletter.



Social Media: Know Your Purpose

 If you are going to jump into self-promoting via social media, know what your 

ultimate goal is.

 Sales: Have more than one book out and get really, really good at social media.

 Reviews: Learn how to do giveaways (in exchange for a review, of course).

 Reach/Followers: Find the right online community and be awesome in it.

 Accessibility: make it easy for readers to find you and your books online

 An online home for your books

 A way for people to contact you

 Show people how awesome you are



Blogging and Web Sites

 It seems like everybody’s blogging.

 The good news: every blog you like is a tutorial and a lesson

 The bad news: there are a lot of blogs, and no promise of ‘if you build it, they will come.’

 Blogging (and using/merging a blog into your website) give your books and announcements a home 
base.

 Posts can have pictures, excerpts, and news, and set up viewed newest to oldest

 Pages can be linked to the top for quick access (authors can put their books and other information on a top 
banner)

 What do you want to write about?

 Unless you’re prolific enough to release a new story every couple months, you might want other topics to cover 
so your blog doesn’t stagnate

 Some authors talk about writing. Others, the business of writing. Or the publishing industry. Or they review 
other books in their genre. Or talk about movies. Or video games. Share recipes.

 Finding content and finding words is hard. The blinking cursor on an empty page can be terrifying.

 Friendly reminder: you are unique and you have a unique perspective. Bring that to your blog.



Blogging Advice

 For fiction, use your author name. For non-fiction, you might use your book title instead, 
because for non-fiction the sales pitch is what you’re offering to the reader

 Go for relevance, timeliness

 Keep it short (500-1000 words)

 Can you make a longer piece into a series? Series are good

 Organize the information—bullet points and numbered lists are great

 Choose categories (broad topics) for your posts, then tag them (specific topics) so those posts 
are easy to find

 Starting out a blog is hard. Personal advice: just start. Don’t make promises about what will 
come, get it posted and get an archive going before you start telling people about it. It takes 
a lot of time to get comfortable with blogging and designing your site.

 Encourage comments (but moderate and use a spam filter), and share news of your latest 
post on whatever social media sites you have chosen to use.

 Put a link to your newsletter prominently on your website/blog



Facebook Pages

 You can set up a page devoted to your book or series. Or you can set up an 

author page.

 If you are already familiar with Facebook, the process is fairly 

straightforward. Getting likes and views is the hard part.

 Once I’ve created the post on my page, I share it to my personal feed with 

public view so my friends will see it (and hopefully share).

 Facebook limits page exposure unless you ‘boost’ (aka pay them) to give you 

eyeballs. Other authors and social media gurus do not recommend this—the 

money spent does not translate to sales.



Twitter

 Can you say it in 140 characters or less? Then tweet it!

 Twitter is vast. The nature of tweets is rapid-fire and ephemeral. Conversations are always starting, 
always happening. Follows are easy. Many users follow thousands. They don’t read everything posted. 
They don’t even try.

 Connecting: You can share (retweet) something exactly as someone said it, or you can add a comment. 
That user will see it. You can also direct a tweet at a another user.

 Twitter is casual and chaotic. Conversations can explode with people you’ve never heard of joining in 
because one of their followers tweeted something you said. Like facebook, it can get nasty.

 Twitter is unofficial home to micro-reporting and news stories for minorities who are otherwise 
unrepresented in media. If your book contains characters in these subsets, you might find your 
audience on twitter.

 Some authors have reported great success using twitter to boost sales. The best twitter accounts 
share funny stuff, have witty conversations, participate in hashtags, and occasionally self-promote.

 Some twitter accounts specialize in promoting self-published (“indie authors”) work.

 #trending. Hashtags are search terms people can use to participate in big conversations. #1lineWed is 
a place where writers put one line from their book. #amwriting is for talking about writing.



tumblr

 Tumblr is notorious as the angsty blog for kids and SJWs, but in truth it has a wide 
demographic with subgroups.

 Tumblr was initially designed to serve as an art blogging site, but social media is 
defined by its users.

 Tumblr is microblogging, designed to quickly, easily share a post and add your 
commentary at the bottom.

 Tumblr’s subgroups will determine your experience with the site. Some use it for 
their favorite shows and the fanfiction they write, others blog about books or 
parenting or recipes.

 Tumblr also has strong diversity-based communities. YA authors and books that 
feature gay protagonists, protagonists of color, and disabled protagonists may find 
an audience here.

 Tumblr uses tags to organize and help users find posts.

 Tumblr posts fare the best when they have a feature photo at the top of the text.



Pinterest

 Pinterest is a picture-based sharing board (think corkboard)

 Pinners go for the picture—text is minimal

 You can pin any page to pinterest, provided it has an image

 Cookbook, craft and other DIY books can do well on pinterest

 Add the Pin It button to your blog so readers can save it



A newsletter, too?

 Mailchimp and other providers offer email services, priced based on list size 
(under 2,000 is free)

 Creating an email list is straightforward—getting subscribers is the work. Create 
account, set up new campaign, choose what the signup for looks like, then embed 
your form into your site and put link up on social media

 Experts recommend sending at least once a quarter, no more than 1/week

 Announce your releases (with links to buy) and events, and try to offer something 
free—an exclusive article, a recipe, a short story

 See how others do great newsletters! Holly Lisle, James Scott Bell, Randy 
Ingermanson’s Advanced Fiction Writing E-Zine, Storyfix.com, Canva Design School, 
Weekly Eats

 Newsletter and email marketing advice is easier to find without tripping over 
scams



Goodreads and Librarything

 Social media for book lovers. They can catalog (shelf) the books they read, rate and review, and form book clubs.

 Goodreads is owned by Amazon and can link your facebook account your Goodreads account

 For Readers

 Giveaways!

 Rate books and add books to your to-read shelves

 Find readalikes, new releases and browse lists

 See what your friends are reading and compare tastes

 For authors

 Set up author profile and import your blog to show updates on your author page

 Goodreads allows giveaways of print books. Readers sign up with a couple of clicks and Goodreads provides the winners’ information to the contest 
holder for mailing of copies.

 Pros: Goodreads is huge and many of the giveaways are stuffed (many entries). Goodreads also invites entrants to put the book on their to-read shelf, giving 
your book more visibility

 Cons: You provide the books and have to deal with the mailing.

 Librarything allows giveaways for print books and ebooks in exchange for a review. For ebooks, you can give away up to 100. The winners are sent 
to you and you email them either a copy of your book (in most formats) or a link to Smashwords.

 Pros: Giving away ebooks is free and easy! Librarything makes it clear these books are given away for the purposes of review

 Cons: Free ebooks are everywhere and no one forces the winners to review. Expect fall through.



Bookbub, Freebooksy, and others

 These sites allow readers to sign up for daily emails with links to free or bargain books in their 
genres

 Users enter their email, choose what kinds of books, and their preferred e-reading platform/device

 The site emails them with basic book information and the link to the correct virtual retailer for download

 These sites have different requirements for authors before they can submit their books

 Bookbub requires a minimum number of reviews and a 4 star rating, as well as a steep enough price reduction

 If you want to try one of these promotions, sign up as a reader and look at what other books/deals are being 
offered

 These sites cost money to run a promotion. Can be a lot of money ($1,000), depending on how large the list is.

 A well-done promotion like this can help an author sell copies of other books, particularly a series. 
(Reader downloads the freebie, loves it, buys all the books). Some authors do a free promotion on 
‘book #1’ which is actually just a chunk of a large series with a cliffhanger ending. Readers frown on 
this, and leave negative reviews.

 Hoarding free ebooks is easy. Many people download free stuff with good intentions, but never get 
around to opening the first page. Sometimes they don’t get to it till months later.



Giveaways and Event Promotions

 Smashwords Coupons

 Kindle Select/Kindle Unlimited (research for updated info)

 Goodreads (Print Copy)

 LibraryThing (ebook/print)

 Book on a Gift Card

 USB stick loaded with ebook in all formats

 Social Media Giveaways (shares/likes become entries)



The Book Launch

 If you already have a following, prepare to launch your book*

 Set a date and start announcing

 Make preorders available at major retailers

 Get reviews prerelease via ARCs and giveaways

 Offer deals and sales of your other books

 Host a contest

 Ask fans for testimonials and shout outs

 Social media blitz leading up to release—cover release, blurb, excerpt, reviews, 

blog posts



The Internet is Huge

 New sites and ways to promote are popping up all the time

 (This list is not in any way comprehensive)

 Start watching other authors and learn what works for them

 Trial and error.

 The dangers of the internet is obscurity.

 Don’t be disappointed when nothing seems to work right away.

 Overnight success is never, ever overnight.

 Does this sound like a lot of work?

 It is, and it’s a lot to learn. There is no magic wand for becoming an awesome 
self-promoter and marketer. It’s a whole new skill with its own crash courses 
and learning yourself and learning your audience and never giving up.



Thanks so much for coming!

 What kind of self-publishing/writing seminar would you like to see next time?

 PDF version of this handout available for download (see resource page for 

link)


